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7.1.9  Differently abled (Divyangjan) Friendliness / Resources available in the institution. 

1) Physical facilities 

 2) Provision for lift  

3) Ramp / Rails 

 4) Braille Software/facilities  

5) Rest Rooms  

6) Scribes for examination 

 7) Special skill development for differently abled students 

 8) Any other similar facility (Specify) 

Response:- 

Malla Reddy College of Engineering  is ensuring disabled friendly physical 

infrastructure as we all know it provides all round development in providing physical facilities 

like lift, ramp or rails, Braille software, rest rooms and scribes for examinations for differently 

abled students, Special skill development programs for differently abled students. As it is a 

well known institution, students from different parts of the country come to study here. We 

make sure that every student is safe and feels comfortable. 

 

1)Physical facilities :- The institution is providing physical facilities such as wheel chair and 

walker to the students and faculty who are physically disabled. It helps them to move easily 

and quickly to different corners of the institution. Even the other faculty and students help the 

one who are in wheelchair to move easily and the institution never shows any kind of 

differences between the students as every individual is important to this institution  



 
 

 

                                   

Wheelchair facility in MRCE 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

Walker facility at MRCE 

 



 
 

2) Lift facility :- An elevator is the best option for the disabled. It is easy for the disabled 

person to access and thanks to the technology now the lifts have been specially created to meet 

the needs of a disabled person. The lift also has sufficient and adequate measures so that a 

wheel chair can be easily entered and released in full comfort with a person accompanying  the 

one in wheel chair. 

 

 

                                     

Lift Facility  



 
 

3) Ramp / Rails :- Ramps permit wheelchair users, as well as people pushing strollers, carts, 

or other wheeled objects, to more easily access a building. There are ramps available to access 

college library, new PG block, hostel, PG hostel, education department. A wheel chair is an 

inclined plane installed in addition to use instead of stairs. Ramps permit wheel chair users to 

move from one place to another. 

 

 

 

Ramp facility 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheelchair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stroller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cart


 
 

4) Braille Software/facilities :- A Braille translator is a software program that translates a 

script into Braille and sends it to a Braille embosser, which produces a hard copy of the 

original print text. Only the script is transformed, not the language. 

 

 

                                                        Braille software 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braille
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braille_embosser


 
 

5) Rest Rooms :-  The college has wheelchair accessible toilets in each building with adequate 

space and also has hand rails. There are separate toilets for males and females (in each 

building). They have broad door and also have grab bars. Door width is suitable for wheel 

chair users in toilets. A wheel chair height toilet is provided to help the user on and off the 

toilet with handles (grab bars) and wheel chair height sink is provided for hand wash.                    

                                         

    

                         

Toilets for physically disabled 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Toilets with hand rails 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

6) Scribes for examination :- . Scribes during exams are available on request (as per 

university regulations) and are made available as per the students request during exams. The 

scribes will write down exactly what the student dictates. A scribe will only record responses, 

including maps, graphs, or diagrams where appropriate, exactly as dictated by the student. A 

scribe may, however, use their discretion regarding spelling and punctuation. 

   

          

                                             

 

Scribes for examination 

 



 
 

 

7) Special skill development for differently abled students :- The institute is giving special 

skill development to the student to mould themselves and to build self confidence in them. We 

are encouraging them to participate in various activities where they actively participate and be 

a role model to many other students. Some of the activities are giving a seminar and 

participating as a host for various events. 

      

 

 

 

                   

Special student giving a presentation 



 
 

8) Any other similar facility (Specify) :- . Lecture halls are arranged in the ground floor to the 

physically disabled students. For such students, hostel rooms are also arranged in the ground 

floor. The institute maintains a separate facility for library books arranged through supporting 

staff. They are also allowed to sit in first row of the class room to have a clear view of the 

board. They are also permitted to use three wheeled motor cycle inside the campus to go for 

laboratory, library, department blocks, hostel etc. The stool height is adjusted so that it would 

be easy for them to perform experiments on benches in laboratories. 

 

 

Three wheeled motor cycle inside the campus to go for  

laboratory, library, department blocks, hostel 

 


